
Episode 56EY June 8, 2023. Newsmax Broadcaster praises the smell of wildfire air pollution. Other wood smoke news 
about Canadian Wildfires 

United States 

Colorado, Boulder County 

Boulder County authorities: Marshall Fire started with two separate fires; no criminal charges 
Boulder Daily Camera 
The first fire — the burning of scrap wood and tree branches — had been ... Firefighters who responded to a report of 

the burn at 5325 Eldorado ... 

Indiana, Fort Wayne 

Wildfires smoke prompts Air Quality Action Days for entire state | WANE 15 
WANE 15 
PM2.5 is composed of microscopic dust, soot, and liquid that settles deep into the lungs and cannot be easily exhaled. 

Michigan, Lenawee County 

Frequently Asked Questions Regarding the Air Quality Alert - Lenawee County 
Lenawee County 
... Protection Agency (EPA)'s Air Quality Index indicates that PM 2.5 is ... The current unhealthy levels of particulate 

matter are likely coming ... 

New England, Southern New England 

Air quality impacts flights, sporting events in Southern New England - WJAR 
WJAR 
"The winds keep coming down from the northwest and blowing this air, blowing this wood smoke down to us," said 

Healey. 

New Jersey, Newark 

Original Owners Of Newark Home Selling Mid-Century Property - Patch 
Patch 
NEWARK, CA — This 5 bedroom, 2 bathroom Newark home at Lakeshore Park has a wood burning fireplace, wood 

beamed ceilings, and some time-capsule ... 

New York, New York City 

Orange Skies and Burning Eyes as Smoke Shrouds New York City 
The New York Times 
Gray curtains of smoke lent a ghostly veil over Green-Wood Cemetery in Brooklyn. 

North Carolina 

What is an Air Quality Index and what does it mean for people smelling smoke in NC? 
The News & Observer 
In North Carolina, the N.C. Division of Air Quality, or DAQ, measures pollution like ozone and PM2.5, or particulate 

matter that is much smaller ... 

North Carolina 

Code Orange Alerts Remain in Thursday's Air Quality Forecast | NC DEQ 
NC DEQ - NC.gov 
The alerts signal the potential for health impacts from significantly elevated levels of fine particulate matter, 

or PM2.5. PM2.5 is comprised of ... 
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Northeast, NASA 

Smoke Smothers the Northeast - NASA Earth Observatory 
NASA Earth Observatory 
Around the time of the image, AirNow air quality monitors measured levels of fine particulate matter (PM2.5) soaring 

above 400 micrograms per ... 

Northeast 

'Hazardous' Air Quality Remains In Northeast As U.S. Sends 600 Firefighters To Battle ... 
Forbes 
ET, the level of PM 2.5—airborne particles less than 2.5 microns in diameter—in New York stood at 297 micrograms per 

cubic meter of air, classified as ... 

Pennsylvania 

Smoke from Canada pushes all of Pennsylvania into Code Red air quality range, DEP says 
York Dispatch 
The DEP strongly encouraged residents to help reduce particulate air pollution by not using fireplaces or wood stoves, 

avoiding open burning of ... 

Pennsylvania, Delaware County 

The Delaware County Health Department Urges All Residents to Avoid All Physical Activity ... 
Delaware County 
Due to wildfire smoke and haze from Canada, air quality conditions in Delaware County have ... Reduce your use of 

fireplaces and wood stoves. 

Rhode Island, Providence 

Wandering wildfire smoke from afar shows Rhode Island can't escape climate reality 
The Providence Journal 
As of June 7, Canada has 245 wildfires burning out of control, ... smoke will continue to impact Rhode Island on Thursday 

with wood burning odors, ... 

Europe 

France 

Canada wildfires shroud New York in apocalyptic haze - France 24 
France 24 
... lawyer Hugh Hill said his throat had been stinging from the harmful haze, which he likened to the smell of a wood-

burning fire. 

Masks against Wildfire Wood Smoke Pollution, what we learned from COVID 

Masks 

How to protect yourself from wildfire smoke - Axios 
Axios 
Also consider avoiding smoking cigarettes, using gas, propane and wood-burning stoves and furnaces, spraying aerosol 

products, frying or broiling ... 

Masks 

Can face masks help protect you from wildfire smoke? Health expert explains - CTV News 
CTV News 
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Additionally, inhaling wood smoke can also trigger an asthma attack in those with a history of lung disease or other 

chronic respiratory illness. "The ... 

Masks 

Mask Up: How To Protect Your Respiratory System From Wildfire Smoke - Drug Topics 
Drug Topics 
Wildfire smoke contains fine particulate matter—particles measuring 2.5 microns or less in diameter, or PM 2.5—the 

smallest particles that pose ... 

Masks 

How the public health lessons of Covid can help Americans protect themselves from wildfire smoke 
STAT News 
Protection against PM 2.5 pollution ... against the inhalation of fine particulate matter because they don't fit snugly 

against the face. 

Masks 

6 VERIFIED ways to protect yourself from wildfire smoke - VERIFYThis.com 
VERIFYThis.com 
What mask should you wear for wildfire smoke? ... such as burning candles, using gas, propane or wood-burning stoves, 

and vacuuming, during smoky ... 

Wood Smoke and Human Health 

How wildfire smokes is hurting your health - Fortune 
Fortune 
If there is smoke in the air, you want to decrease your exposure. ... Being exposed to wood smoke won't independently 

cause someone to have a ... 

Wood Smoke and Human Health 

Even Healthy People Should Minimize Exposure to Wildfire Smoke, Experts Say 
Medpage Today 
Those with respiratory diseases such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) can experience 

exacerbations, he said. "PM 2.5 can get ... 

Wood Smoke and Human Health 

Opinion | From Wildfire Smoke to Covid, Air Quality Is the Issue of Our Time 
The New York Times 
The ancient Romans wrote about “heavy heavens” generated by emissions from wood burning and metal processing. In 

1948, killer smog in Donora, Pa., ... 

Wood Smoke and Human Health 

Easy Steps to Protect Yourself From Wildfire Smoke - Verywell Health 
Verywell Health 
Are Wood-Burning Stoves Safe for Your Health? 

Media, CNN 

Live updates: US air quality polluted by Canadian wildfire smoke - CNN 
CNN 
... about 15 times the normal burned area for this point in the year. ... continue to impact Rhode Island on Thursday 

with wood burning odors, ... 
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Media, Newsmax 

Newsmax's Greg Kelly praises the smoke from Canadian wildfires: "It's a beautiful, interesting aura" 
Media Matters for America 
I'll tell you, it actually smells like wood smoke. It's not an unpleasant odor, to be honest. It's kind of weird when it seeps 

into the building, ... 

Media, PBS 

How wildfire smoke can threaten human health, even when the fire is hundreds of miles away - PBS 
PBS 
Science Jun 7, 2023 12:13 PM EDT ... That's particulate matter 2.5 microns or smaller – small enough that it can travel 

deep into the lungs. 

Media, Phys.org 

Canada wildfires shroud New York in apocalyptic haze - Phys.org 
Phys.org 
Forty-three-year-old lawyer Hugh Hill said his throat had been "stinging" from the harmful haze, which he likened to the 

smell of a wood-burning ... 

Media, The Weather Channel 

'The Most Vulnerable Will Be The Most Impacted.' A Disaster Expert On Smoke Risks | Weather.com 
The Weather Channel 
This smells more like wood smoke, whereas in other heavily polluted cities I have been in, it smells like diesel and other 

fossil fuels. 
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